INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, most of the information is saved in electronic form. However, old documentation is primarily in the printed form. Converting documentation is tedious job. Mainly, it is done by scanners. They convert documentation from paper to electronic form. The main stage in this process is transformation of digital document image into ASCII characters. Optical character recognition (OCR) is a system responsible for that role. OCR works fine if the scanned document is not skewed. However, to achieve its complete accuracy document should be skewness and noiseless. Hence, the skew identification is the main role in the processing stage prior to the stage of the character recognition in OCR [1] .
As stated previosly, old text documentation is completely built from printed text. Printed text is defined by its characteristics. Firstly, it is well-formed text type. Hence, it has strong regularity in shape. Consequently, if different text lines have any orientation then it will be very similar. Therefore, they have so-called uniform skewness. Further, their orientations are not significantly variable on same page of the text. Also, descendant and ascendant characters from neighbor text lines have decent spacing. So, they are not linked with each other's. Distances between the lines have enough space to split it up. Besides, words in text lines are formed regularly with similar distance and their inter word spacing is decent as well. Hence, printed text from the documentation is in some way predictable one. Existing skew identification techniques can be classified in the following directions [1] :
-Histogram analysis, -K-nearest neighbor clustering, -Projection profile, -Fourier transform, -Cross-correlation, -Other models.
In [2] it is proposed the technique of reference line extraction based on identifying valleys of horizontal pixel density histogram. Method is suited for uniform skew rate but failed for multi-skewed text lines, and it is time consuming.
The Docstrum as K-nearest neighbor clustering method [3] is by product of a larger page layout analysis system, which assumed that only text is being processed. The connected components formed by the nearest neighbors clustering are essentially characters only. The method is suitable for finding skew angle. But, it is limited to Roman languages due to poor text line segmentation.
Another method proposed in [4] deal with simple multi-skewed text. It uses as a basis simple type of Hough transform for straight lines. But, it is too specific and computer intensive.
The Fourier transform method is a representation in the Fourier domain of the projection profile method in the pixel domain. The results are mathematically identical, but Fourier transform is only different approach to the same text and document properties projection profile is based upon [5] .
The cross-correlation method calculates both horizontal and vertical projection profiles and then compares the shift inter-line cross-correlation to determine the skew rate. Although method can handle complex layout structure documents, applied range is limited to small skew rate angles up to 10
• [6] .
Method of identifying words contour area as a start for referent line detection is proposed in [7] . Still, the assumptions made on the definition of word elements are too specific. "Water flow" method [5] assumed hypothetical flow of water in a particular direction across image frame in a way that it faces obstruction from the characters of the text lines. This method is adopted in [8] . Algorithm is robust, but in specific circumstance is unpredictable. Hence, it needs further improvements.
Simple method based on skew detection on the polygon centre of gravity is proposed in [9] . Simplicity and global approach is an advantage of it. However, accuracy is u to 87 % [9] making its use questionable under different condition and circumstance.
Another simple method based on boundary growing approach exclusively for printed text is proposed in [10] . Although simple method, making its refinement caused it to be time consuming. Still, it has some constraints. In addition, some pre assumptions are needed to be successful.
Modification of the method [10] is presented in [11] . Proposed method advanced original method and solve some deficiencies. Using text image dilatation, algorithm extended its usability and accuracy. Comparing with other methods, obtained results are promising. Still, upgraded method is computer time consuming. Main characteristics of the skew detection techniques are algorithm accuracy and its computational complexity. Techniques classified as other models mostly represent morphological and geometrical transformation algorithms or its derivations. Those algorithm are computational inexpensive. Hence, those methods are in the scope of the paper. Hence, in this paper modification of the method based on the rectangular hull and its gravity center points [10] is presented. Initial method is extended by simplifying it. Original paper constraints are overcome making upgraded algorithm more robust and applicable. Organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 includes brief description and information on proposed algorithm based on rectangular hull gravity center. In Section 3 text experiment is defined. In Section 4 obtained results are examined and discussed. In Section 5 conclusion is made as well as further investigation direction is pointed out. 
where D th is given by Otsu algorithm [12] or equivalent algorithm [13] [14] [15] . It represents threshold sensitivity decision value. Currently, document image is represented as binary matrix B featuring M rows by N columns. Consequently, it consists of the only black and white pixels where value 0 represents black pixels and value 1 white pixels.
Further, binary document image should be "prepared" for text feature extraction by decomposition of document image to text and non-text regions. It is assumed that only text area is extracted. In addition, some morphological preprocessing is performed to make document image "noiseless". The morphological procedure was defined in [16] by the morphological closing of the opening the document binary image
For morphological operation, simple structuring element S dimension 3 × 3 with only ones is used [16] . This way, the morphological operation eliminates noise made by isolated black pixels in the image. Original algorithm main constraint [10] was assumption that text line spacing is always sufficient. Thus, boundary-growing region made by algorithm that extends text areas will not connect nearby text lines. Algorithm makes rectangular hull around every character or text object. To distinct every text line, each rectangular hull is growing in all directions to the nearby rectangular hull of the next character or text object. This process facilitates text line segmentation, but may lead to joining and merging nearby text lines. Hence, in real situation, above assumption is ambiguous.
Definition of the typical printed text leading ie line spacing is given in Fig. 1 . The first step of the algorithm is the extraction of the bounding box over the text objects. This is the prerequisite. A finite number of linear inequalities specify interior of the bounding box. Special case of the bounding box is a rectangular region whose edges are parallel to their coordinate axes. It is defined by its maximum and minimum extents for all axes. Hence, each pixel X(i, j) belongs to the box is given by [17] 
Consequently, bounding box is defined by its endpoints x min , y min , x max , y max . Inclusion of the point X(i, j) in a box is tested by verifying these four inequalities in (3). If any one of them fails, then the point is not inside. Rectangular hull growing around character by 10 % [18] in each direction may lead to merging nearby text lines. Still, making justified text alignment led to extended text space barrier between words. Hence, algorithm ought to extend growing area joining rectangular hull objects. In our method, boundary-growing approach is based on rectangular hull gravity center as well. Steps in Fig. 2(a)-(f) give boundary growing and its text gravity center points. All characters or part of word is surrounded by rectangular hull, thus making boundary-growing area of the new matrix Y . Scanned document text image as well as its counterpart with rectangular hulls object is given in Fig. 3 .
Every rectangular hull around text is represented by its gravity center. Each rectangular object gravity center is given by pixel. Those pixels are corner stone for referent text line calculation ie estimation. Further, obtained referent text line is a prerequisite for skew rate identification.
Main difference between original algorithm [10] and our approach are in text segmentation approach. In our case, current rectangular hull is not growing in all directions to the nearby rectangular hull of the next character. Thus, main assumption on sufficient text line spacing is unnecessary. Characters close to each other make rectangular hulls mutually connected forming longer object containing set of different gravity center points.
The longest few objects O l extracted by morphological erosion from the set of objects O ALL are used. Consequently, erosion structuring element S n E defined as variable width line is used.
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Fig. 4. Printed text experiment
Erosion is given by
where n = 1, . . . , U , and l = 1, . . . , V . It is assumed U = 3 and V = 5. It means three variable width lines defined by n and the longest five objects defined by l are used. From the experiment, results show that extending the number of structuring elements beyond defined number of n represented by U = 3 is unnecessary. This way, it is sufficient for extracting initial skew rate. In addition, extending the number of the longest objects is computationally expensive and results are not better. Finally, the longest object O LNG is obtained by the following relation
Longest objects from Z can be found out by so-called longest common subsequence (LCS) pseudo-code 
where matrix Z is defined by vectors A and B and resulted object is defined by matrix C.
Further, each object O l is represented by the set of rectangular hulls as its integral part. Similarly, each of those rectangular hulls characterized its gravity center points. Gravity center pixels defined by its rectangular hull maximum and minimum of x and y coordinates ie x max , x min , y max , y min , respectively. Definition of the gravity center pixel is given by
Furthermore, array of GC K,l (x, y) is defined for K = 1, . . . , R l where R l represents the number of rectangular hulls of the longest objects O l and as stated l = 5 . Gravity center definition in (6) is general, but in our case can be applied for gravity center points adhered to rectangular hulls forming the longest five objects O l . Due to the linear aspect of the referent text line, its restoring can be made by some numerical method. To solve this problem, least square method is used. Firstdegree polynomial function approximation is given by
where m l is the number of data points of the array GC K,l , while slope a 
and
After completing calculation by using (8) and (9), reference text line defined by (7) is estimated. From obtained reference text line, skew rate is calculated ieestimated. For each object l , calculated referent text line has been represented by group of pixels GC K,l (x K,l , y K,l ). Initial skew rate for each object is defined as
Still, each object skew rate is similar, but different. Estimated initial skew rate obtained by averaging the skew rate set of the longest objects are [18] 
After obtaining initial skew rate, document text image is rotating for that angle. Real skew rate is close to the initial skew rate. However, it means a final adjustment is needed. It can be made on rotated text image by repeating above method ie iterating it.
Similarly, to accomplish text line segmentation other methods can be applied. After finishing segmentation by using horizontal and vertical projection profile, all text lines are disconnected. Now, proposed method on single text line can be applied. However, this process of the skew rate final adjustment is out of scope of the paper.
EXPERIMENTAL PART
For the experiment, printed sample text rotated up to 90
• by step of 5
• to 10
• around x-axis is used. Example of printed sample text is given in Fig. 4 . This sample text reference line is represented by
Furthermore, referent line hit rate ie RLHR represents the algorithm succeed measure of retracing original referent text line defined by [20] 
where RE(β) represents relative error from β , while β REF is arctan of a given in (12) as well as β EST is arctan of a ′ l given in (7). Root mean square ( RMSE) value is calculated by [20] 
where k = 1, . . . , R . Furher, R is the number of examined text rotating angles up to 90
• , x REF is RLHR for β EST equal to β REF ie due to normalization equal to 1, and x EST is RLHR .
DISCUSSION
After applying proposed algorithm to the printed sample text in the whole region {0
• , . . . , 90
• } obtained RLHR is presented in Tab. 1. In this case, proposed algorithm without morphological erosion in (4) is applied. But, it is applied only to the single text line. This experiment is valid for examination of the proposed algorithm quality, accuracy and usability. Data from Tab. 1. are shown in Fig. 5 .
RLHR for printed sample text, in examined rotation angle region ie whole region of {0
• }, is very good. In other words, examined algorithm retraces original referent text line almost completely accurate. Evidence of that is given by RMSE figure. It is shown in Fig. 6 .
Especially, RMSE figure is almost linear function of rotation angle up to 70
• . This is very rare in the domain of skew detection algorithms. Still, good retracing figure ie small scattering of the results contribute to a small RM SE value of algorithm.
Further, proposed algorithm is applied on multi line text. This experiment is used for initial skew rate extraction. In this experiment, proposed algorithm is extended by morphological erosion in (4) . Parameter linked with image erosion represents the remaining number of the objects O ALL , after applying it. However, after each erosion iteration enforcement, the number of the remaining image objects is decreasing. From remained number of still existing objects, only the longest five is chosen for initial skew rate estimation. For experiment, printed text samples were multi line text rotated in the region {0
• } by step 10
• . Obtained results are presented in Tab. 2 and 3. These tables represent results that depend from parameter of the remained object number O ALL . Data from Tab. 2 and 3 are given in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . It is clear, initial skew rate detection using proposed algorithm is accurate in its whole range {0
• } , but especially up to 60
• -70
• . Compared to the algorithm [10] [11] results are much better in the wider-angle region. If the proposed algorithm is used for final adjustment then text segmentation process is not needed. Due to that, it is clear that proposed method is computationally inexpensive. In addition, it does not depend on column text type. Hence, it is suitable for single or multi column text. However, proposed method can be applied only to printed text.
CONCLUSION
In the paper, boundary growing method based on rectangular hull gravity center is presented. Method is based on rectangular shape text region expansion. Gravity center of the rectangular object is corner stone for collecting data necessary for reference text line calculation as well as for initial skew rate estimation. Algorithm experiment gives good RLHR and RMSE results in the whole rotation angle region. Hence, method proves its correctness and usefulness for printed text. In addition, extension of the algorithm with applied erosion is examined. It is suitable for multi line and multi column printed text without segmentation. Obtained results for initial skew rate are promising. In addition, extended method is computationally inexpensive. Due to its correctness method can be integrated partly or completely in the algorithms for handwritten text parameter extraction.
Future work would be oriented toward examining different methods for final adjustments of the skew rate obtained from initial skew rate as well as incorporating it in the algorithms for handwritten text extraction.
